A NEW OPTION FOR
PATIENTS WITH
SPASTICITY.
MEDIROYAL DYFEX®

FUNCTIONAL SWEDISH DESIGN BY MEDIROYAL

The wrist, the fingers and the thumb
can all be adjusted individually.

®

DYFEX stands for Dynamic Finger Extension and is
a new concept which has been developed and patented by Mediroyal for patients with spasticity.

The concept is a combination of a static but adjustable
orthosis that has been fitted with two air bladders. These
air bladders have been integrated into the finger platform
and provide support to the transversal and longitudinal
arches of the hand. The bladders complement the function
of the finger platform by providing a dynamic extension
of the fingers.

The orthosis can quickly be
adjusted to follow the individual
needs of the patient.

A SLOW AND CONSTANT STRETCH
of the flexor tendons makes the
receptors less sensitive. This way
the threshold to trigger spasticity
will be higher and the result is a
tonus reduction on the patient.

® is an excellent alternative for patients that are
undergoing treatment with botulinum toxin. It’s possible
to modify fast to the patient’s changing conditions and
progress.

DYFEX

The first air bladder is placed directly under the MCPjoints to provide support and a light pressure under the
MCP-arch. The second air bladder is placed just in front
and provides support to the intrinsic muscles that extends
the PIP- and DIP-joints. The interplay between the static
aluminum frame and the dynamic air bladders provides a
slow, constant and individual stretch of the flexor tendons.

You can adjust the air bladders
individually with the pump.

The aluminum frame is adjustable to follow the
progress of the patient in rehabilitation. The
wrist angle, thumb’s position and the finger
platform can all be adjusted individually.

This makes it possible to allow more extension
to the wrist. The dynamic extension can then be
adjusted by using the air bladders. The orthosis have
two straps around the lower arm to provide a stable
position. There is a strap running over the upper
part of the hand and is attached on the radial side.
This strap provides stability when patient is flexing the wrist. The finger platform has also a strap
that can be adjusted depending on how much air is
pumped into the air bladders.

The material SQUARE-TEX
has been specially developed
for DYFEX®. The surface consists of a fabric with a chessboard pattern. The pattern has
a pressure displacement function, wicks moisture away and New, unique SquareTEX.
ensures that the skin surface
gets maximum ventilation. The design makes it easier to keep the surface clean. The fabric is laminated
to pressure-relieving foam with open cells.
Square-TEX is a material with high comfort, optimal ventilation and good pressure displacement.

INDICATIONS The product has been designed to provide a functional support to patients with moderate
to high spasticity. The product is an excellent choice for patients undergoing treatment with botulinum
toxin in the upper extremity. If the patient has a wrist contracture over 45 degrees volar, it might be
difficult to reach the full effect of the splint.

When fitting the product the first time, always
start with adjusting the angle of the wrist, then adjusting the finger platform and thumb. Make sure to adjust
the angle according to the conditions of the patient. We
recommend starting with a slightly lower angle in the
wrist. When the air bladders on the platform are inflated,
a dynamic extension effect is also reached in the wrist.

FITTING

Inflate the air bladder under the MCP-joints with one
stroke, the valve is placed on the lower part of the orthosis. Observe the position of the MCP joints while you
inflate.
1.

Move the pump to the platform valve. Pump 1-2
strokes to extend the fingers. Then let the patient rest in
that position for 2-3 minutes.

2.

3. Move the pump back to the valve for the MCP bladder. Inflate the bladder almost to maximum.

Move the pump to the platform valve again and top
up the air bladder if needed. Since the air bladder has
a dome shape, the transversal and longitudinal arches
are given an optimal support. When tonus reduction is
reached, the dome shape will assist in holding the hand in
a reflex inhibitory position (RIP).

4.

Allow the orthosis to be on for 2-3 hours for the
maximum effect. Time for usage is always individual and
might vary. If you are going to use the orthosis as a night
splint we recommend that the orthosis is used at least 2
weeks during daytime to observe for pressure marks.

5.

® is a registered trademark of Mediroyal Sweden

DYFEX

AB. Patents pending.

MR328 MEDIROYAL DYFEX®, Left/right
Size
Small
Medium
Large

Hand width over the MCP
60-75 mm
75-90 mm
90-105 mm
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